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Cameron Marshall struggled his whole younger lifestyles with a controlling, tyrannical father and
alcoholic mother. A brief, unsatisfied marriage and the Vietnam battle left his spirit and physique
broken. A shattered romance Veils of Conspiracy despatched him spiraling into hell, and prefer
his mother, he sought solace in alcohol. Despicable, determined and angry, he pressured
himself again to respectability and reunited together with his children. His Vietnam
buddyA[aa[s summer season invitation introduced a lady into his life. Then unknown forces
took over his existence and propelled him into the political arena. His upward thrust used to be
meteoric and he turned an enormous global leader. Now, he was once now not controllable by
way of these made up our minds to accomplish their time table at any cost. there has been just
one solution: a brutal, irreversible ultimate act that shattered a nation.
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